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EPISODE 48 - COVID AND CONSTRUCTION SITES
Since COVID-19 hit earlier this year, we
haven’t really been able to discuss
other topics, and even if we do, COVID-
related procedures and measures are
always part of the debate. It has
disrupted all different kinds of markets
and has changed all different aspects
of social and professional life. The civil
engineering arena, which relies heavily
on workers performing tasks on site
and meeting deadlines, was also
considerably disrupted by COVID. On
today’s show, Mark Oakeson, who has
been experiencing this ‘new normal’ by
himself, sits down to discuss with
Isaac how the novel coronavirus has
impacted construction sites, from
safety protocols to disease-testing
procedures.

There were just a lot of unknowns at the
time. As the disease started developing
from March on, many engineering
projects were put on hold not only in the
USA, but all around the world. This
brought the field to a nearly complete
halt. Simply saying, fear took over.

Given the coronavirus is a peculiar
pathogen never seen before, most
managers and developers were a bit
uncertain when the virus first hit way
back in early march. We had no clue
about how bad this pandemic would be,
or even if it would in fact achieve the
frightening high records we’ve seen so
far.

As we’ve gone through the summer, this
fear started to slowly mitigate with all
the safety procedures and standard
operations provided by OSHA and CDC
in order to slow down the rate of
infection and keep people safe.
Therefore, even though things don’t yet
feel under control, they are certainly
more manageable now, which provides
favorable ground for engineers to start
their projects back up with all these new
procedures in mind.

Safety procedures on construction sites
have seen an increase in the amount of
protocols to follow after including
COVID-related measures, such as
constantly washing your hands, staying
at least six feet apart from other
workers, and many more. This poses a 



Check out the full episode for more
details and insights and don’t forget to
check out our home base for everything
civil engineering.

On top of that, one of the Personal
Protective Equipment used by workers
was recently found to be inappropriate
to prevent the spread of COVID. This
piece of equipment is the gaiter-type
facial mask, which was found to be
unsuitable by a research at Duke
University. This research is further
discussed in an article published by
Engineering News-Record.
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huge additional challenge to workers.
Following the usual procedures and
meeting deadlines is already hard, now
COVID requires some measures that
are somewhat impractical on
construction sites. So, it is kind of
impossible to ask ironworkers to stay
six feet away from each other while
positioning a piece of structural steel.

Isaac and Mark dive deep into the
nuances of the disruption in the civil
engineering field caused by the novel
coronavirus, what the new standard
procedures look like and how they
play out in the field, how they handle
social distancing and other COVID-
related safety measures on
construction sites, what happens
whenever someone contracts the
virus, the many different responses to
the virus, and many more. Tune in to
know more about how the
construction arena is handling this
‘new normal’.
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